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Abstract FPGAs can be used for the design of autonomic reliable systems. Advan-
tages are reconfiguration and flexibility in the design. However commercial FPGAs are
first prone to errors. Second, the design flow is not yet supported for the use of fault
tolerance techniques like Built-In Self-Tests. Fault tolerance can be reached through
error detection and fault recovery. Most error detection techniques are not suitable for
on-line detection because of detection times and long and inflexible training. This pa-
per proposes a fault tolerant design for FPGAs. It has a Built-In Self-Test which error
evaluation and fault recovery is supported by computing techniques inspired in the
Immune System. A fault recovery and a hardware implementation model are also to
be presented.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays there is the demanding requirement of having systems which faults can be
recovered without human intervention. That is the field of autonomic reliable systems.
Autonomous robots and vehicles in outer space and undersea systems [8] are prone to
errors due to its dynamic and environment of action. These systems are designed with
radiation-hardened or higher and lower temperature range components, like radiation-
hardened FPGAs [10]. Hardware design techniques based on Triple Modular Redun-
dancy help in developing FPGA-based circuits resilient to SEUs (Single Event Upset)
[7], like the tool referred in [11] or the TMR-Tool from Xilinx [21]. While circuits are
hardened with special components and TMR has a limited faultrecovery, a seamless
design flow for fault recovery is not present yet.

Some algorithms were developed in the field of Artificial Immune Systems, in-
spired in the vertebrate’s immune system. They have served in solving computing
problems. Nevertheless those algorithms have inspired also electronic designs in the
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searching of fault tolerance. One example is the research coined as ”Immunotronics”
(Immune + Electronics), the hardware fault tolerance inspired by the immune system
[3]. In [18] a centralized immune layer is presented. The learning phase identifies cor-
rect operation of the systems as ”self” building antibody patterns composed of: inputs,
excitation, correct states and outputs. In the operationalphase, the identification of
”non self” operations is implemented by means of genetic algorithms. On the other
side, a decentralized immune layer has taken inspiration from cell biology to create a
multicellular FPGA. This idea emerged the field of Embryonics which together with
Immunotronics generate a two level structure [2]. The first level is composed of the
embryonic cells which communicate across data channels. A second layer is com-
posed by antibodies which communicate also across data channels and are named
together the lymphatic network. Trans-layer communication channels are present be-
tween antibodies and embryonic cells as well. Antibodies store self-tolerance condi-
tions. Furthermore, healing of the embryonic cells is regarded by [17], who considers
a cell’s self-test for the fault diagnosis, and a cell repairor elimination through recon-
figuration of the cell’s routing. All these methods carry to anew hardware conception
not available in commercial FPGAs.

Immunocomputing explores, in a formal way, the principles of information pro-
cessing that proteins and immune networks utilize in order to solve specific com-
plex problems [16]. Free binding among proteins inspired Formal Immune Networks,
which are able to learn, recognize and solve problems. This method is based in the Sin-
gular Value Decomposition of a matrix. It proved to have small learning and recog-
nition times and a good resource efficiency regarding memoryand computing [13].
Moreover, it presents a self-organizing property since, for a training set, iterations
within the algorithm self-converge to antibodies [13]. Making use of its efficiency,
Immunocomputing can be used for on-line error detection [15].

A self-test system has two main components: a test pattern generator and a test
response evaluator. The test patterns and expected responses are stored in a memory.
It is necessary a control signal to turn on the testing, a counter to address the mem-
ory and a comparator for comparing the obtained response with the expected one [9].
Because of the quantity of test patterns, this approach is time consuming. There are
some alternatives of output response analysis in which output data compaction takes
place. One of them are concentrators, counting techniques,signature analysis, accu-
mulators, comparators, etc [12]. Comparison-based response evaluators compare on
a vector-by-vector basis the expected responses stored in amemory and the output
responses of the circuit under test. This approach is simpleand modular. Besides a
distributed Built-In Self-Test with n-test pattern generators, n-circuits under test and
one test response evaluator can be applied. A BIST system canalso work on-line [1].
The potential problem is the long time that may be required tocycle through the test
patterns and evaluate the responses before determining if an error is present or not,
[5] approaches this problem. This is critical for systems where the BIST works on-
line and fault recovery should be done at time. A molecular approach is given by [4]
and [19], but a circuit oriented design is not taken into account. Therefore a correct
partitioning of the circuit, a distributed BIST with a fast response evaluator and fault
recovery support is needed. This paper is a contribution following this tendency.
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Fault tolerance can be reached through error detection and fault recovery. The
present paper proposes a distributed fault tolerant designfor FPGAs using For-
mal Immune Networks and self-test systems. The system has a distributed error
detection mechanism through distributed Built-In Self-Tests inside a FPGA, see
Fig. 1. BIST synthesis for a very large design may be possiblewithin linear
time by extracting sub-circuits which are almost constant in size [6]. That ac-
celerate logic BIST synthesis procedures and reduces the time error detection
takes. The circuit under test is one part of a partitioned circuit. The circuit re-
ceives a test pattern and the response is evaluated by means of cFINs (cytokine
Formal Immune Networks) [14]. BIST can profit of the celerityoffered by the
cFIN method in detecting errors applying a determined errorcorrection method
at the proper time. Test response evaluation and fault recovery by cFIN for fault
tolerant FPGA circuit designs is the main contribution of the present work. The
decentralized BIST procedure is controlled by a global testscheduler module,
a fault processing mechanism and a fault recovery module. A hardware imple-
mentation of the whole system is also proposed.

FPGA

Test scheduler

Fault processing

Fault recovery

Test pattern generation

BIST control unit Circuit under test

Test response evaluation

Figure 1 Diagram of the proposed system
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2 Built-In Self-Test proposal

Figure 2 shows a BIST proposal with on-line learning. The system needs to be trained
with the test patterns before being operational. For test response evaluation purposes,
outputs of the Circuit Under Test are evaluated with a methodinspired in the cytokine-
Formal Immune Networks and presented in Section 5. Making a biological analogy, an
antibodyrepresents theexpected outputtransformed into the Formal Immune Network
space. Anantigenis theresponse of the circuit under test. A cytokinerepresents the
actionto be taken for fault recovery purposes.

It is important to note that after training of the system, on-line learning can take
place. This is possible mapping the value of the newAi test pattern into the cFIN
space. This point is added to the compacted expected response data (compaction or
compression performed by means of cFIN). Therefore, in caseof a change in the
training patterns, the training phase does not necessarilyhave to be repeated with the
entire training set [13].

Reconfiguration

cFINCircuit under
test

I
O

(c,A)

learning
On-line

Figure 2 Built-in-self-test with a cFIN on-line learning

If this BIST model is applied for a whole circuit, the complexity in building the
training matrix and the time for training and recognition may explode. Therefore,
circuit partitioning [6] is considered, see Fig.1. Methodsfor circuit partitioning are
not the scope of this paper.

A training matrixV(c,A) should be provided prior to the operation of the system
(test pattern generation). A is a matrix with information over expected responses under
defined inputs. Each expected response should be linked to a recovery procedure in
case of failure, expressed byc. In case of combinational circuits, training patterns are
composed of Input/Outputs. But, sequential circuits consider also stimuli and internal
states, as seen in Fig. 3. For test purposes, such circuits may be transformed to a
sequence of combinational ones using conventional scan-path techniques.

The training matrix should regard the procedure for fault recovery under failure.
For every training pattern is recommended to have a recoveryalternative expressed in
an integer coded valuec, see Fig. 4.c represents a cytokine that signals the action to
be taken at the time of finding an error.

The BIST Control Unit supports the hierarchical BIST strategy shown in Fig. 1.
It contains an input for starting the BIST and an output for indicating the end of the
test. A pattern counter determines the ending of a test. Two schemes to be considered
are possible at the time of designing the BIST, thetest-per-scanand thetest-per-clock
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Figure 3 Consideration at the moment of building the training matrix

Figure 4 Test cases

(ci ,Ai)

ci = [S| A | SA] Ai = [I | O | E | S]

S = Self

A = Action
SA = Specific Action

I = Input

O = Output

E = Stimuli

S = State

scheme. It is not the aim of this paper to give a detailed description. Please refer to
[20].

3 Global BIST

In order to apply a consistent error correction, the test schedule, fault processing and
fault recovery are global modules for the whole system.

Depending on the application, tests can be recurrent or preemptive. In the case of
a preemptive one, time error recognition should be considered in order to plan the
frequency of testing. Frequency of testing is a function of the clock rate as well. Atest
sessionis a set of test unit processed in parallel and aBIST scheduleis a series of test
sessions which is implemented by the BIST Control Unit in hardware.

The class or cytokine’s natural value represents the actionto be taken in the design
when a failure occurs. It has to be specified which recovery method should be applied
for a specific failure. This data should be provided togetherwith the training matrix
in the case ofSupervised Learningbut it could also be determined after the training
process by clustering points in the mapped FIN space. That isthe case ofUnsupervised
Learning. In the first case this array can be constructed with the following data:

c = {S| A | SA} (1)

Where:

S Selfconsiders whether the recognized pattern is a failure ”non-self” or a particular
pattern. This can be used not only for failure detection, butalso for warning states
not considered as malicious.

A Actionconsiders a general action to be taken i.e. total reconfiguration.
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SA Specific Actionconsiders a more refined method to recover from the failure.

Fault recovery is based on the reconfigurabilty property of FPGAs. Therefore, the
failure recovery can be executed by total or partial reconfiguration. Other alternatives
for fault recovery are application dependent and should be addressed at the time build-
ing the EA array.

4 Hardware implementation

The proposed BIST can be implemented as an Intellectual Property Core inserted into
the same FPGA as the circuit to be tested, Fig. 5. In this case,faults present in the
Circuit Under Test are also prone to appear in the BIST. An alternative is to provide
an external second FPGA which implements only this procedure.

Figure 5 Implementations as
an IP core

FPGA

Circuit under test

IP core

It is also possible to consider an external circuit composedof a DSP and a micro-
controller, like the one in Fig. 6. The DSP is able to compute in parallel the mapping
of points to the FIN and to compare distances among points [13]. The micro-controller
could implement modules of the global BIST. Nevertheless, faults in the connection
path between the circuit under test and the self-test systemshould be regarded in this
implementation case.

Figure 6 Implementation as
an external circuit FPGA

Circuit under testMicro-controller

DSP
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5 c-Formal Immune Networks

This section explains the method of training and recognition of a cFIN. This method
is used in the implementation of the response evaluation andfault processing of the
Built-In Self-Testing system. For a more detailed and extensive explanation of this
theory, please refer to [14], [13] and [15].

Immunocomputing intends to establish a new kind of computing. The main dif-
ference with other kinds of computing lays in its basic element, theformal protein.
A protein is an essential component of organisms and participate in every process
within cells. Proteins constitute epitopes present in antigens and antigen presenting
cells. Proteins constitute also paratopes present in antibodies. Epitope is the minimum
molecular structure that is able to be recognized by the immune system. One epitope
matches with a paratope in molecular recognition. Figure 7 shows the antigen binding
site of an antibody named asparatopethat recognizes the epitope of an antigen or an
antigen presenting cell. An antigen presenting cell is a cell that has digested an antigen
and presents in its surface an epitope. An epitope is made of around 10 amino-acids.
The same applies to a paratope. A protein is composed of amino-acids arranged in
a linear chain. The 3D shape or tertiary structure of the epitope is recognized by a
paratope, see Fig. 7. It means, an epitope is a kind of surfaceprotein. That is why
proteins will be seen as the basic element in Immunocomputing.

Antigen

or

Antigen Presenting Cell Epitope Paratope

Antibody

Figure 7 The epitope of one antigen or an antigen presenting cell is recognized by the paratope of
an antibody

Cytokines are also introduced. Cytokines are groups of proteins secreted by many
types of cells. Each cytokine binds to a specific cell’s surface receptor signaling a
specific action i.e. differentiation into plasma cells, antibody secretion or cell death.
They bind also through own receptors constituted from proteins too, see Fig. 8.

B-cells in the immune system secrete antibodies. They also secrete cytokines in
order to signal something to another cell. Then, a B-cell will be taken as a generic cell
Vi with two components expressed by:

Vi = (ci ,Pi) (2)

Where:
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Cell

Cell
Cytokine

Receptor

Secretion of cytokines

Figure 8 Cytokines signal the cellular interaction. They are secretedby cells. They are recognized
by cell’s receptors

ci ∈ N represents a cytokine. Recovery action to be taken under presence of error.
Pi ∈ R

q = ((p1)i , ...,(pq)i) is a point in a q-dimensional space.P lies within a cube
max{| (p1)i |, ..., | (pq)i |} ≤ 1. It represents a protein transformed into the FIN
(Formal Immune Network) space. In biological terms it represents an antigen bind-
ing site of an antibody or simplifying an antibody. An array containing an input test
and its test response, all transformed to the FIN space is an antibody.

In Fig. 9, a two dimensional Formal Immune Network (2D-FIN) is presented. As
q = 2, each protein has two coordinates in the FIN space.

Figure 9 2D-FIN. Note that
q=2 and P represents an
antibody (protein) in the FIN
space

q = 1

q = 2

Pi

(p1)i

(p2)i

−1

−1

1

1
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5.1 First stage training

Training consist in transforming a given energy matrixA into another antibody matrix
P. Matrix A is a composed of arrays of test inputs and its corresponding test response
outputs, see Fig. 4. Training is the process of mapping antibodies into the Formal
Immune Network space.n dimension training patterns are transformed to reduced di-
mension patterns (two or three). This takes place by means ofSingular Value Decom-
position, restricting its terms of decomposition to two or three. Figure 10 introduces
the general concept. Singular values and the right singularvectors are used for the
calculation of the coordinates of each training pattern into the FIN space. Each point
will represent an antibody. In the figure, two outputs are displayed. First, the SVD:
singular values, right singular vectors and left singular vectors. Second, the matrix P
with the transformed patterns, where each pattern remains linked to its initialc value.
The output should be stored in order to be used in the later stages.

Figure 10 Training

V∗(cm,Am×n)

SVD(A)

SVD(A)

k = 1, ...,q

i = 1, ...,m

V(cm,Pm×q)

(pk)i = 1
sk

A′
iRk

A can be written as a linear combination of pairwise orthogonal projections:

A = s1L1R′
1 +s2L2R′

2 +s3L3R′
3 + ...+skLkR

′
k + ...+srLrR

′
r (3)

where:

r rank of the matrix A
Lk left singular vectors
Rk right singular vectors
sk singular values

Moreover,Lk is of dimensionm andRk of dimensionr.
The minimal binding energy is achieved with the pair of proteins whose angles in

its spacial configuration form singular vectors. Those singular vectors correspond to
the maximal singular values of the matrixA. Singular vectors represent formal protein
probes and the singular values their binding energy. As the singular values are ordered
in a decreasing order, we can take the first two singular values and its corresponding
terms for a 2D-FIN and three terms for a 3D-FIN. In consequence every training vector
pattern of dimensionn is mapped to only two (or three) values of binding energy in
the FIN space [16]. Afterwards, it is necessary to map the training vectors into the FIN
space (see Fig. 9) by means of:
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(pk)i =
1
sk

A′
iRk (4)

wherei = 1, ...,mandk = 1, ...,q.

5.2 Second stage training

The affinity between two cellsVi andVj , can be calculated by the distancedi j given
by:

di j = max{| (p1)i − (p1) j |, ..., | (pq)i − (pq) j |} (5)

Initially given m cells with pairs cytokine-antibodyVi(ci ,Pi), the aim is to reduce
similar cells killing one of two cells which distance is lessthan a giventhreshold. The
set ofm cells belonging to theinnate immunitycan be represented by aW0 as shown
below:

W0 = {V1, ...,Vm} (6)

cFIN means cytokine Formal Immune Network. A cFIN is a set of cellsW ⊆W0.
In contrast with a FIN, it considers a second stage training or maturation, inspired in
the cytokines from the immune system. [14] introduces a two stage second training in
order to get a reduced set of cells, therefore improving the resource utilization and the
time applied in recognition in the future.

The first stage isapoptosisand it intends to reduce the set with the following rule:

If Vi ∈W recognizesVk ∈W, then removeVk from cFIN.

Note thatrecognitionmeans:

ci = ck (7)

dik ≤ h (8)

Whereh is a threshold of affinity.
The second stage isauto-immunization. It tries to recover accidentally removed

cells by the process of apoptosis.

The removed cellVi nearest to a cellVk from the setW will be inserted again if
ci 6= ck.

Figure 11 shows graphically the sets and the general conceptof the optimization
offered by cFIN.
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Figure 11 Sets of cells
after Apoptosis and Auto-
immunization

W0 innate immunity

W after apoptosis

W after auto-immunization

5.3 Recognition

Figure 12 shows an antibody close to an antigen. When the distance between any
antibody and the antigen is less than a giventhreshold, recognition in the FIN space
is produced.

Figure 12 An antibody rec-
ognizes an antigen Z inside its
affinity threshold radio

Z

q = 1

q = 2

−1

−1

1

1

An antigenZ = [z1,z2, ...,zn] can be seen as an epitope, therefore as a protein, see
Fig. 7. An antigen represents the test response linked with its test input. In order to
be compared with the antibodies, it should be mapped to a point in the q-dimensional
FIN space by:

pk =
1
sk

Z′Rk (9)
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pk values should be mapped into the FIN space. See also Fig. 13.

Figure 13 Recognition

AntigenZ

classc

pk = 1
sk

Z′Rk k = 1, ...,q

Cell Vi recognizes antigen Z by assigning it a classci , if the distance between
the antigen among all antibodies of the cFIN isd(Vi ,P) = min{d(Vj ,P)}, for all
Vj ∈ W. A test response will be matched with the expected output recognizing
whether there is an error or not and applying the determined action signaled by
ci .

For the distance calculation Eq. 5, the Euclidean norm is taken. Nevertheless, the
choice of the norm is determined by the appearance of the group of points in the FIN
space.

Relating the classc in Fig. 13, it is a numerical value which can also be taken as a
symbolic value like ”good”, ”bad”, ”reconfiguration”, etc.

6 Conclusion

Computation times for the training and recognition presented in [13], show that it is
feasible to expect a good performance of the model in hardware. Furthermore, the
reduced memory constraints obtained with the second training of the cFIN indicates
potential towards a distributed error detection and correction scheme. This paper is in-
tended to present a design idea. Currently, an implementation with commercial com-
ponents and the measure of performance is being carried out.
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